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Agenda

• Explain ONC’s interoperability initiatives

• Discuss ONC’s short-term and long-term health 
IT policy priorities

• Identify opportunities for engagement with the 
Federal government 

• Q&A
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Interoperability Defined

IEEE as basis:
 The ability of a system to exchange electronic health information 

with and use electronic health information from other systems 
without special effort on the part of the user.

Less jargon-y:
 All individuals, their families and health care providers should be 

able to send, receive, find, and use electronic health 
information in a manner that is appropriate, secure, timely and 
reliable to support the health and wellness of individuals through 
informed, shared decision-making.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
While there are many definitions of interoperability, the Roadmap used the IEEE definition as the basis for developing the policy and technical components needed to support interoperability.



Interoperability: Vision and Approach
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1) Culture Change Around Access to Information

Individuals and clinicians request and receive usable 
electronic health information as a matter of course. 

2) Business Case for Interoperability

New payment models and Federal policy demands 
interoperability for success. 

3) Common Standards

Use of federally recognized, national standards.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve landed on 3 key drivers of success:We need to change the culture around access to information – This includes things like combating data blocking— Which slows the very innovation that can lead to higher quality care delivered at lower cost.Ensuring that unlocking the data are building the business case for information sharing.  The Federal government has an important opportunity to use Medicare and other payment programs to reward the flow of information.  That’s a key part of our delivery system reform initiative— To change how we pay for care to reward quality over quantity.And the flow of information is a key part of that effort.I’ll talk more about that in a moment. We need to promote the use of common, federally recognized, national standards.Ultimately, we need health IT to be able to speak the same language – or at least have reliable interpreters in the form of APIs, to truly unleash the potential of all the electronic health care data that now exists in the ecosystem.�Common Standards: Health IT products throughout the market use ONC’s list of federally recognized, national standards so that they speak the same language. Business Case for Interoperability: Doctors and hospitals demand interoperability because it is vital for the financial incentives available under payment reforms.Culture Change Around Access to Information: Individuals and clinicians ask for and receive electronic health information as a matter of course, enabling them to have full access to a picture of their or their patients’ health whenever they need it, and will not block electronic health information. 



Big Picture: The Federal Health IT Strategic Plan
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Federal Health IT Strategic Plan

Goal 4
Objective A:

Implement the Shared 
Nationwide Interoperability 

Roadmap

Available from 
http://bit.ly/1QySrGW

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Federal Health IT Strategic Plan is required every five years, was updated 2015The plan has set forth four goals to achieve the mission, they areGoal 1: Advance Person –centered health and self-managementGoal 2: Transform health care  delivery and community healthGoal 3: Foster research, scientific knowledge and innovationAnd Goal 4: Enhance the nation’s health IT infrastructureThe first priority to enhancing that infrastructure is advancing interoperability. 

http://bit.ly/1QySrGW


Shared Nationwide Interoperability Roadmap

6Available from http://bit.ly/1KZvxcu

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Roadmap lays out what needs to happen to advance the investments we have made in existing health IT infrastructure though HITECH and other programs to move health information to where and when it is needed, regardless of geographic and organizational or health IT developer boundaries.Arranged into Drivers, Policy and Technical Components, and Outcomes.  While a major outcome is the LHS, the Roadmap focuses first on individuals and providers, recognizing that this will expand over time.  The Outcomes also include measurement of Roadmap progress.

http://bit.ly/1KZvxcu


Roadmap’s Overarching Goals
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2015-2017:
Send, receive, find, and use priority data 
domains to improve health care quality and 
outcomes.

2018-2020:
Expand data sources and users in the 
interoperable health IT ecosystem to improve 
health and lower cost.

2021-2024:

Achieve nationwide interoperability to enable 
a learning health system, with the person at 
the center of a system that can continuously 
improve care, public health, and science 
through real-time data access.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The near-term goal is focused on send, receive, find, and use of the priority domains.  Each timeframe is meant to build on the last.  We are not indicating that there is no interoperability until 2024, and seek to encourage successful interop throughout each time period.Related KLAS Interoperability Measurement workKLAS report published a few weeks agoKLAS has separately asked about information being present, findable, and usefulGenerally, interoperability is slightly better intra-vendor vs inter-vendorOverall, there is much better than zero interoperability, but we’ve got lots of room for improvement



ONC Health IT Certification Program: 
2015 Edition final rule

• Improves interoperability

• Promotes reliability and transparency

• Supports health IT across the care continuum

• Addresses health disparities

• Provides developers greater flexibility & 
opportunities for innovation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Improves interoperability vianew and updated content and vocabulary standards, common clinical data set,  andC-CDA�Promotes reliability & transparency through new surveillance and disclosure requirements



ONC Health IT Certification Program: 
Enhanced Oversight & Accountability final rule
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• Does not create new 
certification criteria or 
requirements for health IT 
developers 

• Does not create new 
certification/health IT 
requirements for providers 
participating in HHS 
programs

• Does not establish a means 
for ONC to directly test and 
certify health IT (ONC-ACBs 
will continue to test and 
certify)

• Does not establish regular or 
routine auditing of certified 
health IT by ONC 

• Does establish a regulatory 
framework for ONC to directly 
review already certified health 
IT products

• Does increase ONC oversight 
of health IT testing bodies

• Does increase transparency 
and accountability by making 
identifiable surveillance results 
of certified health IT publicly 
available

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Supports provider confidence in health IT through a Direct Review process.Facilitates ONC and health IT developers working together to create corrective action plans to address problems. Establishes processes for ONC’s direct oversight of testing labs, similar to the process that exist for ONC-ACBs.Identifiable surveillance results will be available on the Certified Health IT Products List (CHPL) on a quarterly basis.



Patient Matching Efforts

• Primary Focus Areas
» Technical

» Policy

» Workflow
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TechnicalHarmonization of InterfacesAlignment of Health Data from Different SourcesCommon Algorithm Test Data SetsEffectiveness of AlgorithmsOptimization of Reconciliation ToolsUSPS Address Validation at Patient LookupPolicyEHRs Tested & Certified for Interoperability: From Data Entry to ExchangeEHR/HIE Algorithm TransparencyPatient Safety FocusVoluntary National Patient Identifier Minimum Data SetWorkflowStaff TrainingWorkflow  OptimizationPatient Demographic Data QualityData Quality Control Efforts



Interoperability Standards Advisory (ISA)

• Coordinated catalog of standards and 
implementation specifications available for use by  
health IT industry

• Single, public resource that can be used to fulfill 
specific clinical health information interoperability 
needs

• 2017 ISA being finalized month

https://www.healthit.gov/standards-advisory/draft-2017
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key element of ONC’s continued implementation of the Roadmap and Interoperability CommitmentsFocused on clinical health IT interoperability (not payment/admin)Based on stakeholder input and feedbackTransitioning to interactive, online platform (from static, PDF)Public comment period recently ended on October 24

https://www.healthit.gov/standards-advisory/draft-2017


Data Sharing Challenges and Funding 
Opportunities

• Move Health Data Forward Challenge

• Two FHIR-based app challenges

• High Impact Pilots (HIP) and Standards Exploration 
Awards (SEA)

• Advance Interoperable HIE Program: ADT Notification 
Services
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Move Health Data Forward ChallengeThree- phase challengeConsumer-mediated exchange to better health, better care and smarter spending, and improve providers' ability to make informed health care decisionsTwo FHIR-based app challengesConsumer UseProvider UseRound 1 awardees announced in JulyHIP and SEA1 yr grants to catalyze implementation of standards and technology to:Improve sharing of health information among health care stakeholdersImprove care deliveryDemonstrate how health IT can positively impact patient experienceHIP: $1.25 million; 4 awards madeSEA: $250,000; 3 awards madeHIE ADT FOASupports expansion of nationwide routing of admission, discharge, and transfer (ADT) messages across existing networksAwards made Friday, September 16



Empowering Individuals through 
Interoperable Medication Lists

• Three core commitments toward advancing 
interoperability, included:

» “Consumers easily and securely access their electronic health 
information, direct it to any desired location.” 

• ONC worked with stakeholders to identify initiatives 
already underway to spur progress

• Accelerating consumer access to an interoperable 
medication list with data from multiple sources identified 
as a useful and achievable example of progress on 
interoperability
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In response, we have brought together many organizations who have pledged to the Interoperability Commitments – as well as other key stakeholders – for a series of conversations to discuss ways to achieve this goal to better serve patients and consumers.�While this effort is by no means our last stop on the journey to interoperability, we are excited about the potential for this work with our partners in the private sector in an area that impacts so many people on a day-to-day basis. 



Precision Medicine Initiative (PMI)

• Sync for Science Pilot 
» Demonstrate the feasibility of open, standardized, API-

based individual access to and donation of data for 
research

» Will be used by upcoming NIH-funded projects to 
speed interoperability of health information supporting 
PMI

https://www.healthit.gov/buzz-blog/health-innovation/
nih-and-onc-launch-the-sync-for-science-pilot/

http://syncfor.science
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Testing begins in 2017 and final deliverables March 2017 http://www.sciencechannel.com/tv-shows/science-channel-presents/videos/president-obama-explains-personalized-medicine/

https://www.healthit.gov/buzz-blog/health-innovation/nih-and-onc-launch-the-sync-for-science-pilot/
https://syncfor.science/


Quality Payment Program (QPP)
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Increased Flexibility

Reduced Burden

Improved Outcomes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Move to value-based careFinal Quality Payment Program rule announced in October, which implements the “doc fix,” more formally known as the Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act, or MACRA.It ended the Sustainable Growth Rate formula and, with it, 13 years of potential payment cliffs for Medicare doctors and clinicians. Program relies on the seamless and secure flow of health data. Collective goal throughout the QPP is to support the vision of  A simpler approach to technology for providers;with two major themesadvancing information sharing and better outcomes for patients. In particular the ruleAllows doctors to select measures that reflect how technology best suits their day-to-day practiceNo longer requires all-or-nothing EHR measurement for quality reporting.Dramatically reduces the number of required metrics to report on the use of health IT, Focusing those that remain on improving the flow of health data, in areas like patient access to data—And providers’ ability to send and receive electronic information. Provides “bonus points” for doctors and practices that use certified health IT to perform practice improvement activities like population management or care coordination.Depicts that  succeeding in Alternative Payment Models requires the effective use of technology.The Quality Payment Program recognizes and rewards the fact that health IT is foundational to providing quality care.



How You Can Get Involved

• Participate in ONC’s regular 
stakeholder meetings

• Participate in public comment for 
rules, the ISA, and other 
materials seeking stakeholder 
input

• Continue the important work 
you’re doing today!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So one thing I promised I’d mention is opportunities for engagement…it’s people like you from all over the country that are the linchpins to the progress we have made together in a few short years. We will continue to do our part.  But ultimately, to achieve the future vision I spoke about this morning - we need you.  The Federal Government cannot, should not, and will not do this work alone.  We welcome your input and participation as we continue on this journey!



@ONC_HealthIT @HHSONC

Browse the ONC website at:  
HealthIT.gov

Subscribe to our email list to 
receive weekly updates!

Visit the Health IT Dashboard: 
dashboard.healthit.gov
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